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ABSTRACT 

In advanced denotational semantics one frequently encounters equations of the 

form D '" F (D), where D ranges over e.g. cpo's or complete lattices and F 

involves constructors like +, x and ~ . Researchers like Wand, Plotkin, Leh

mann and Smyth have advocated a category-theoretical solution method for 
these equations. This paper presents a systematic introduction to the method 
without assuming any prior knowledge from category theory. 
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O. Introduction 

In advanced denotational semantics one frequently encounters equations like 

(1) D '" D ~D 

or 

(2) D"'U+AxD 

where the variable D ranges over a class of domains such as cpo's or complete lattices. The first 

solution method for equation (1) was provided by Scott and led to the so-called D~ model of the 

untyped lambda calculus [Scott]. Later on the method has been extended and applied to various 

other classes of domains; see e.g. [Plotkin] or [Smyth]. 

In [Wand] Wand gave a more abstract treatment of these solution methods in terms of category 

theory. His main result was a theorem which isolated the common core of several methods and 

which could be applied to various categories of domains. The categorical framework has been 

further developed in [Smyth & Plotkin] and [Lehmann & Smyth]. 

All these papers require some background in category theory and this makes them rather inacces

sible to those unfamiliar with that field. It is the purpose of the present paper to explain the 

category-theoretic solution of recursive domain equations without presupposing any knowledge 

of category theory from the reader. The material covered is roughly the same as that in section 

1-4 of [Smyth & Plotkin] but the presentation is more elementary and systematic. All the neces

sary categorical notions are defined and explained and proofs are worked out in detail. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. 

In chapter 1 we summarize the part of fixed point theory up to and including the least fixed point 

theorem for continuous functions on cpo's. 

Chapter 2 is a systematic generalization of this material to initial fixed points of continuous func

tors in orcategories, resulting in theorem 2.23 which corresponds to theorem 3.6 in [Wand] and 

lemma 2 in [Smyth & Plotkin]. 

In chapter 3 this general solution method is specialized towards the kinds of domains needed in 

denotational semantics. The main purpose of this chapter is to derive simple 'local' conditions 

which imply the categorical conditions necessary for application of the theory of chapter 2. To 

this end chapter 3 is divided in five sections. 

In section 3.1 the concept of an a-category is introduced. With an a-category one can associate a 

'derived' category of projection pairs. A simple criterion is given for determining whether such 

a derived category is an orcategory. 

Similarly in section 3.2 with a functor on a-categories a derived functor on categories of projec

tion pairs is associated, and a simple condition is given for determining whether the derived func

tor is orcontinuous. 

Section 3.3 contains some technical results. 

Section 3.4 contains several examples of a-categories. Most of these examples have important 

applications in denotational semantics. 
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Section 3.5 contains examples of continuous functors. Most of these functors are closely related 
to domain constructors in denotational semantics. 

The appendix contains some slight extensions to the basic category theory presented in the previ

ous chapters. For a more extensive treatment of category theory the reader is referred to [Arbib & 

Manes]. [Herrlich & Strecker] or [MacLane]. 

Some special remarks are in order concerning Ihe format of proofs. Most proofs in this paper are 

presented in a rather rigid form. viz. as a sequence of numbered assertions together with refer

ences to other assertions from which they are derived. Such references or hints are enclosed in 

square brackets. Groups of related proof steps are often headed by an announcement of what is 

going to be proved. enclosed in square brackets and quotation marks. The main reasons for using 

this format are that it makes the proof structure very explicit and that it facilitates step by step 

comparison of proofs. which is important in relating the theory of chapter 2 to that of chapter 1. 
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1. A summary of fixed point theory for partially ordered sets. 

In this chapter we present a short ovcrview of the main notions and results concerning fixed 

points of functions on complete partial orders etc .. This overview mainly serves as preparation for 

the theory in chapter 2, which is presented as a systematic generalization of the material in this 

chapter. The formulation of some definitions, theorems and proofs, which might seem somewhat 

unusual in some cases, is tailored to that purpose. In particular the rigid format of proofs -a 

sequence of numbered assertions together with references to other assertions from which they are 

derived- serves to facilitate comparison with proofs of corresponding theorems in chapter 2. As 

we assume the reader's familiarity with the subject of the current chapter, we refrain from further 
comment. 

Definition 1.1 [partially ordered set] 

A partially ordered set (oose!) is a pair (C ,C ), where C is a set and C is a binary relation on C 

satisfying: 

D 

Note 1.2 

1. (VXE C I xC x) 

2. (VX,YEC I (xCy"yCx)~x=y) 
3. (Vx,y,zECI (xCy"yCz)~xCz) 

[reflexivity I 
[antisymmetryl 
[transitivity I 

In addition to C we will also use relations C , ;;) and ::::J , defined by: 

D 

(Vx,YECI XCy~( xCyi\X"y), 
x::::Jy~ yCx, 
x::::Jy~ ycx 

) 

Definition 1.3 [Least, minimal, greatest, maximal] 

Let (C ,C) be a partially ordered set; x E C . 

1. x is a least element of C ¢:> (I1y E C I x C y). 

2. x is a minimal element of C ¢:>.., (3y E C Iy C xl . 

3. x is a greatest element of C ¢:> (VY E C I Y C x) . 

4. x is a maximal element of C ¢:>.., (3y E C I x C y) . 

D 

Notc 1.4 

From definition 1.3 and antisymmetry ofc it follows that 

1. (C ,C) has at most one least element. 

2. (C ,C) has at most one greatest element. 
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3. a least element is also a minimal element. 

4. a greatest element is also a maximal element. 

o 
Definition 1.5 [(least) upper bound, (greatest) lower bound] 

Let (C ,C::) be a partially ordered set; X b C . 

1.1. UB(X) = {y E C I (Vx E X I xC:: y)). 

The elements of UB (X) are called upper bounds of X. 

1.2. U X = tbe least element of UB (X) , if it exists. 

U X is called tbe least upper bound of X. 

2.1. LB(X)={yE C I (VXEX I yc:: x)). 

The elements of LB (X) are called lower bounds of X. 

2.2. n X = tbe greatest element of LB (X), if it exists. 

n X is called tbe greatest lower bound of X. 

o 
Definition 1.6 [directed set] 

Let (C, C::) be a partially ordered set; X b C . 

X is directed ¢> every finite subset of X has an upper bound in X. 

o 
Definition 1.7 [ro-chain] 

I. An ascending ro-chain in (C ,C::) is a sequence <Xi>::" s.t. 

-(Vi I i~O IXiE C) 

- (Vi I i~ 0 I Xi c:: Xi+l) 

2. A descending ro-chain in (C , C::) is a sequence <Xi> ,=0 s. t. 

-(Vi I i~O IXiE C) 

- (Vi I i~ 0 I Xi ::::J Xi+l) 

o 
Note 1.8 

1. For a sequence <Xi>'=O tbe entities U (Xi I i ~ 0) and n (Xi I i ~ 0) (if tbey exist) will be 
~ ~ 

denoted by .W Xi and 0 Xi respectively. 

2. Deletion of an initial segment of an ascending ro-chain does not affect its least upper bound, 

i.e. 
~ ~ 

for all k, I : OS k S I : .IJ Xi = kI Xi • 

o 
Definition 1.9 [ro-cpo, d-cpo, ell 
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I. An co-CpO [co-complete partial order] is a poset (C , C) s. t. 

- (C , C) has a least element. 

- every ascending co-chain in C has a least upper bound in C. 

2. A d-cpo [directed-complete partial order] is a poset (C , C) S.t. 

- (C ,C) has a least element. 

- every directed subset of C has a least upper bound in C. 

3. A complete lattice is a poset (C ,C) S.t. every subset of C has a least upper bound in C. 

D 

Note 1.10 

1. It can easily be shown that in a complete lattice every subset x also has a greatest lower 
bound, viz. 

n X= U LB(X). 

2. The least element of an co-cpo, d-cpo, or cl (C ,C) will be denoted by l.c, or just.l. . 

The greatest element of a cl (C ,C) will be denoted by T c, or just T . 

3. From definition 1.9 it follows immediately, that 

- every cl is ad-cpo. 

- every d-cpo is an co-cpo. 

D 

Definition 1.11 [monotonic function] 

Let (C, ,c ,) and (C 2 , C 2) be posets. 

A function I E C, -4 C 2 is monotonic = 
(VX,YE C, I xc,Y~I(x)Czf(y)) 

D 

Definition 1.12 [orcontinuous function] 

Let (C, ,c ,) and (C 2 , C 2) be co-cpo's. 

A function I E C, -4 C 2 is (upward) co-continuous = 
lis monotonic. 

for each ascending co-chain <Xi>;=O in (C, ,C ,): 

~ ~ 

I( JJ x;) = JJ I (Xi) 

D 

Definition 1.13 [(1east)(pre-) fixed point] 

Let (C, C) be a poset; IE C -4 C ; Y E C . 
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1.1 FP(f)=[XEClf(x)=xj. 

1.2 y is a fixed point (f.p.) off fif Y E FP (f) . 

1.3 Y is the least fixed point (l.f.p.) off fif y is the least element of FP (f). 

2.1 PFP(f)=(XE C If(x)C x j. 

2.2 y is a prefixed POint (p.f.p.) off fif y E PFP(f) . 

2.3 y is the least prefixed point a.p.f.p.) off fif y is the least element of PFP (f) . 

o 
Lemma 1.14 [least prefixed point is also least fixed point] 

Let (C ,C) be a poset;f E C -4 C andfmonotonic; x E C. 

If x is the l.p.f.p off, then x is the !.f.p. off 

o 
Proof 

1. fis monotonic 

2. x is l.p.f.p. off 

["x is f.p. off'] 

3. f(x) C x 

4. f(f(x» C f(x) 

5. f (x) is p.f.p. off 

6. xCf(x) 

7. x= f(x) 

["x is !.f.p. of /'] 

8. \<Iy E PFP(f) I x C y) 

9. \<lYE FP(f) I YEPFP(f» 

10. \<Iy E FP(f) I x C y) 

11. x is l.f.p. off 

o 
Theorem 1.15 [Knaster - Tarski] 

Let (C, C) be a cl;fE C -4 C andfmonotonic. 

Then FP (f) is a d, and !.f.p. of fis n PFP (f) . 

o 
Proof 

Omitted. See e.g. [Tarski] 

o 
Theorem 1.16 [least fixed point theorem] 

Let(C, s) be a cpo; 

[2, def1.13] 

[3, 1] 

[4, def1.l3] 

[5,2] 

[6,3] 

[2, den.l3] 

[den.l3] 

[9,8] 

[10,7] 
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/ E C ~ C ; / ro-continuous. 

Then 

a. </'(.1» :;'=0 is an ascending ro-chain. 
~ 

b. Let 2 = U /"(.1) . 
.=0 

z is the least fixed point off 

0 

Proof 

a. 

b. 

Induction on n: 

base step 

I. .1 c: / (.1) 

2. f (.1) c: !' (.1) 

induction step 

3. Letn" 0 

4. /" (.1) c: /"+1 (.1) 

5. / if·(.1» C / if"+1 (.1» 

6. r+1 (.1) c: /"+2(.1) 

7. (Vn I n" 0 1/"(.1) C /"+1 (.1» 

bI. ["2 is fixed point"] 
~ 

8. 2 = 1J, r(.1) 
~ 

9. 2 = U r(.1) 
1t=1 
~ 

10. 2 = U /"+1(.1) 
.=0 

~ 

II. /(2)=f(U r(.1» 
.=0 

~ 

12. / (2) = U /",1(.1) 
.=0 

13. /(2)=Z 

14. Z is a fixed point of/ . 

b2. ["z is least fixed point"] 

15. Lety E FPif). 

[by induction we show: (Vn I n" 0 I r(.1) C y)] 

base step 

16. .1!;;; y. 

induction step 

17. Letn" 0 

18. r(.1) C y 

[I] 

[indo hyp] 

[4 ,f monotonic] 

[5] 

[2, 3 - 6 , induction] 

[note 1. 8 . 2] 

[9] 

[8] 

[11 ,f continuous] 

[10, 12] 

[13] 

[indo hyp] 



19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

D 

r+1 (.L) c: f (y) 

r+1(.L) c: y 

0/n In", 0 I r(.L) c: y) 
~ 

1l,r(.L) c: y 

0/y E FP(J) I z c: y) 

z is !.f.p. off 

- 8 -

[18,jrnonotonic] 

[19, 15] 

[16, 17 - 20, induction] 

[21, def1.5.1] 

[15,8,22] 

[14,23] 
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2. Fixed point theory for categories 

In chapter 1 we have summarized the construction of solutions for equations of the form x = / (x), 

where x should be an element of an ro-cpo, d-cpo, or cl G, and/is a continuous function from G to 

G. Our end goal is the solution of equations like 

or generally 

D"A+BxD, 

D "D -4D 

(1) D "F(D) 

where D should be an entire o>-cpo, d-cpo, cl or something similar, and F prescribes a way of com

bining objects of these kinds. An appropriate and very general mathematical framework for 

studying equations like (1) is provided by category theory. In this chapter we shall introduce 

some elements of category theory and present a solution method for equations like (1) which is a 

systematic generalization of the theory in chapter 1. To make this generalization expliCit, the 

structure of this chapter is very similar to that of chapter 1. Where appropriate, definitions, 

theorems and proof steps are provided with references to their counterparts in chapter 1. 

A "category" is an abstraction of "a collection of sets and functions between them". A category 

consists of a collection of "objects", which are abstractions of sets, and for each ordered pair of 

objects a set of "arrows" or "morphisms", which are abstractions of functions. For morphisms 

there exist associative composition operators and identity morphisms. The complete definition 

follows: 

Definition 2.1 [category] 

A category K consists of: 

1. a class Obj (K) , called the objects of K . 

2. for all A ,B in Obj (K), a set HomK(A, B) . Such a set is called a hom-set, and its elements 

are called the ~ or morphisms from A to B. 

3. for all A ,B ,Gin Obj (K), a map 

o ABC: HomK(B ,G) x HomK(A ,B) -4 HomK(A, G) 

called composition 

such that the following conditions are satisfied : 

composition is associative 

for all A in Ob j (K) 

there exists an/A in HomK(A ,A), 

called the identity of A, such that 

for allB in Obj (K);/ E HomK(A ,B), g E HomK(B ,A) : 
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o 
Note 2.2 Where context supplies sufficient information, the following abbreviations will be used: 

o ABC becomes 0 

o 

HomK(A ,B) becomes Hom(A ,B) 

IE Hom(A ,B) becomes/:A ~B 

Statements about categories are often in terms of diagrams, with nodes representing objects and 

edges representing morphisms. Equality between morphism compositions then amounts to com
mutativity of such diagrams. 

For example, the last line of Def. 2.1 is equivalent to saying that the following diagram com
mutes: 

B~,,\ 
A I B 

Example 2.3 

Some examples of categories are : 

SET, where the objects are sets and the morphisms are total functions between them. 

PFN, where the objects are sets and the morphisms are partial functions between them. 

VECf, where the objects are vector spaces and the morphisms are linear maps. 

CPO, where the objects are orcpo's and the morphisms are continuous functions. 

o 
In particular, with any poset (C ,c::) there corresponds a category K(c.~) as follows: 

{ (x~y) foraJlx,y E C : Hom (x,y)= 0 
ifx c:: y 
otherwise 

where (x ~ y) stands for a set consisting of a single arrow from x to y. CompOSition and identity 
are defined by: 

for all x ,y, Z E C s.t. the arrows exist: (y ~z) 0 (x~y) =X ~z 

for all x E C : I, =X ~x 

Note that these two definitions correspond to transitivity and rellexivity of c::: . 
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This correspondence forms the basis for the generalization from the theory of chapter 1 to that of 

chapter 2. E.g. the familiar notions of subset of a poset and dual of a poset generalize to definition 
2.4.: 

Definition 2.4 [ (full) subcategory ] 

Let K and L be categories. 

1. L is a subcategory of K frf 
- Obj (L) is a subclass of Obj (K) 

-for all A ,B in Obj (L): HomL (A ,B) ~HomK (A, B) 

2. L is a full subcategory of K frf 
- Obj (L) is a subclass of Obj (K) 

- for all A ,B in Obj (L): HomL (A ,B) = HomK (A, B) 

3. KOP is the category with 

- Obj (KOP) = Obj (K) 

- for all A ,B E Obj (KDp): HomK"' (A, B) = HomK (B ,A) 

o 
The example category K (c.!;;) also shows that a category is a weaker structure than a posel 

Transitivity and reflexivity can be modelled by composition and identity, but there is no counter

part of antisymmetry. This makes it almost impossible to prove that objects are equal. Usually the 

best one can prove is that objects are isomorphic, as defined below: 

Definition 2.5 [isomorphism] 

LetKbe a category; A ,B E Obj (K);f E Hom (A ,B). 

fisanisomorohismjifthereexistsag E Hom (B ,A) 

such thatf 0 g =!B and go f=!A . 

Such a g is called an inverse off. 

o 
Note 2.6 

1. It can easily be verified that an inverse of f, if it exists, is unique. It will be denoted by 
rl . 

2. Diagrammatically, isomorphism amounts to commutativity of the following diagram: 

o 

\~J~ 
~B 

In Def. 1.3 we defined a least element of a poset (C , c ) 10 be an x E C such that 

('ty Eel x c: y) . In terms of the category K (C .!;;) this amounts to an object x such that for all 
objects y there 
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exists a unique arrow from x to y. This correspondence suggests the following definition: 

Definition 2.7 [initial, tenninal ; compare with Def. 1.3] 

Let K be a category; A E Obj (K) . 

I. A is an initial object of K fiJfor every x E Obj (K) Hom (A ,X) has exactly one element. 

2. A is a tenninal object of K fiJfor every X E Obj (K) Hom (X ,A) has exactly one element. 

o 
Note 2.8 

It can easily be verified that if A and B are both initial objects of K, they are isomorphic. Similarly 

for lenninal objects. Also, initial object and lenninal object are dual notions, in the sense that any 

initial object in K is a tenninal object in KOP. 

o 
According to Def. 1.7 an ascending ro-chain in a poset (C, C) is a sequence <Xi>::O such that 

(Vi I i? 0 I Xi '- Xi+!) . Its counterpart in the corresponding category K (c. c;;) would be a sequence of 

objects <Xi>'=O such that for all i there exists an arrow from Xi to Xi+!. In K(c.c;;) the arrow from Xi 

to Xi+! is unique, but in general it is not Therefore it is necessary to mention the arrows as well. 

This leads to: 

Definition 2.9 fro-chain, ",oP-chain; compare with Def. 1.7] 

Let K be a category. 

I. Anro-chain inKis a sequence < (Di ,f;) >'=oS.I. 

- (Vi Ii? 0 lDi E Obj (K)) 

- (Vi Ii? 0 If; E Hom (Di ,Di+!)) 

2. An "'op -chain in K is a sequence < (Di ,f;) >::0 S.l. 

- (Vi Ii? 0 I Di E Obj(K)) 

- (Vi I i? 0 If; E Hom (Di +! ,Di )) 

o 
Note 2.10 

Diagrammatically an ro-chain < (Di ,f;) >::0 is represented as an infinite diagram 

fD . f 1 f. t. .. 

Do ~ D! ~ --- Do ~ Dn+! ~ ---

and an "'op -chain < (D i , f;) >::0 as 

fa I. f. I .... 

Do f- D! f- --- Do f- Do+! f- ---

o 
In a poset (C, C) an upper bound of an ascending ",-chain <Xo>;:'=o is an Y E C such that 

(Vn In? 0 I Xo C y) . In the category K (C, c;;) this would correspond to an Object D for an ro-chain 

< (D. ,f.) >;:'=0 such that for all n there exists an arrow from D. to D. Diagrammatically: 
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D..!!o_..!.[,-"o_+p! _ ______ ---+ D~'L--,-,f.!.-.... P~._+! __ __ ~_ 

~~., 
D 

In K (c. <;;;) the an are unique and because of the way composition is defined in K (C .<;;;) we have that 

for all n a. = an+! ° fn, i.e. the diagram commutes. In an arbitrary category there may be more 

arrows from D. to D however and commutativity is not implied. Hence the follOwing definition: 

Definition 2.11 [(co-)cone] 

Let K be a category; 

1. Let ll. = < (Di ,fi) > 1:0 be an ro-chain in K. 

A co - cone for ll. is a pair (D , a) such that 
-D E obj(K) 

- a is a sequence <ai>1:o such that 

\Vi I i~ 0 I <X; E Hom (Di ,D» 

\Vi I i~ 0 I ai=ai+! ° fi) 

2. Let ll. = < (D i ,fi) > 1:0 be an "'op -chain in K. 

o 

A ~ for ll. is a pair (D , a) such that 
-D E Obj(K) 

- a is a sequence <<x; > i=o such that 

\Vi I i~O I <X;E Hom (D ,Di» 
\Vi I i~O I <x;=fio ai+1) 

Note 2.12 

Diagrammatically, a co-cone (D, a) for an ro-chain < (Di ,fi) >1:0 is represented by the following 
infinite commutative diagram: 

DO fo 

~ ~ t:~.!..,_.l.Jfi'--+:'Pi_+!- - ---

D 

A cone (D ,a) for an roop -chain < (Di .Ji) >i";" is represented by the following diagram: 

Do fo • 
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o 
According to Def. 1.5 and note 1.8 the least upper bound of an ascending ID-chain x; <Xi>;:" is 

the least element of UB (x), the set of upper bounds of x. I.e. if a is the least upper bound of x, then 
for all b E UB (x) : a C b . 

Let us now consider the counteIpan of this notion for the category K (c. r;;;;). Let ~ ; < (Di ,.fJ >;:" 
be an ID-chain, and let (A ,a.) and (B , ~) be two cocones for ~. Then the following diagrams (of 

which only the parts near f. have been drawn completely) commute: 

(I) 

fo 

(2) 

If A is "at most" B, there is a unique arrow f from A to B. Because of the way composition has 

been defined in K(c.r;;;;), we have that for all n~ 0: ~.;fo a •. I.e. the following diagram com
mutes (again we only draw the part near f.): 

(3) 

In particnIar, if A is "least", then for any "upper bound" B there should be a unique arrow from A 

to B such that diagram (3) commutes; i.e. A is initial among the "upper bounds" for ~. 

Note that in the the above, because of the special structure of K (c. r;;;;), for given ~ ,A and B the 

a. , p. and f are uniquely determined. In an arbitrary category L however, for given ~ and A there 

may be many a such that (A ,a) is a cocone for~, and there may be many arrows from A to B, so 
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commutativity as in (3) is not guaranteed. Therefore, when considering two cocones (A ,a) and 

(B , ~) for A, rather than taking all arrows from A to B, we should restrict ourselves to those arrows 

f for which (3) commutes. It can easily be verified that in this way we obtain a category UB (d) of 

cocones for d, and we can take the initial objects of UB (d) as the proper generalization of the 

notion "least upper bound of an ascending ro-chain". This completes the motivation of the follow

ing definition: 

Definition 2.13 [UB ,LB , limit, colimit; compare with Def. 1.5] 

Let K be a category. 

1. Let d be an ro-chain in K. 

1. UB (M is the category x such that 

- Obj (X) is the class of co-cones for d. 

- for all (A ,a),(B ,~), in Obj (X): 

Homx «A,a),(B ,~»= (fE HomxCA,B) I 01n I n<!O I ~.=fo a.)} 

2. A colimit of d in an initial object of UB (d). 

2. Let d be an roop -chain in K. 

1. LB (t.) is the category X such that 

- Obj (X) is the class of cones for t.. 

- for all (A , a), (B ,~) in Obj (X) : 

Homx «A, a), (B , ~» = (f E HomK (A ,B) I 01n I n<!O I ~.=a. 0 J)} 

2. A limit of d is a terminal object of LB (d). 

o 
Note 2.14 

1. It can easily be verified that UB (d) and LB (t.) are categories indeed. Composition and iden

tities are as in K. 

2. The unique arrow f such that diagram (3) commutes is called the mediating morphism from 

the colimit (A , a) to the cocone (B , ~). 

3. Colimits and limits are unique up to isomorphism. 

4. Deletion of an initial part of an ro-chain does not affect the colimit property. i.e. 

o 

for all k, I: 0,;; k,;; I : 

if (A. <a.>;;'~) is a colimit for «D • .I.»;;'~ . 

then(A. <a.>;;'=/) is a colimit for «D • .1.»;;'=1' 
[Compare with note 1.8.2] 

Given the above definitions the generalization of the notion ro-cpo is straightforward. 

Definition 2.15 [ro-category. roop -category] 
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1. An ro-complete category (ro-category for short) is a category which has an initial object and 

in which each ro-chain has a colimit. 

2. An roop -complete category (roop -category for short) is a category which has a terminal object 

and in which each roop -chain has a limit. 

o 
Given two posets (C 1 ,C 1) and (Cz,C z) one could consider arbitrary functions from C1 to Cz 

but more interesting are the monotonic functions, i.e. those functions f satisfying the additional 

requirement (\>,x ,Y E C 1 I XC 1 Y ~ f(x)czf(y» . 

One could say that a monotonic function is in a sense "structure preserving". For categories there 

exists a similar notion. Mappings between categories should at least map objects to objects and 

arrows to arrows. The "structure" of a category is determined by its commuting diagrams, and if 

we are interested in "structure preserving" mappings we should consider mappings with the addi

tional property that commuting diagrams are mapped to commuting diagrams. Such mappings are 

called functors and are defined as follows: 

Definition 2.16 [functor] 

Let K and L be categories. 

A functor F from K to L consists of 

1. A map Obj (K) -'> Obj (L) 

2. For all A ,B E Obj (K), a map HomK (A ,B) -,>HomL (F(A),F(B» 

such that 

- if go fis defined inK, thenF(g ° J)=F(g) ° F(f) 

- for all A E Obj (K) : F (fA) = fF(A) 

o 
Note that in the special case of the category K(c.<;;) a functor from K(c" 0;;;,) to K(c,,<;;,) 

corresponds to a monotonic function from (C1 ,C 1) to (Cz , C z). 

From Def. 2.16 it follows immediately that cocones are mapped to cocones. If we require the 

additional property that colimits are mapped to colimits, we obtain the counterpart of an ro

continuous function: 

Definition 2.17 [o>-cocontinuous functor; compare with Def. 1.12] 

Let K and L be ro-categories. 

A functor F from K to L is ro-cocontinuous fif F preserves colimits, i.e. 

for each ro-chain < (D; ,f;) >i:c in K with colimit (D , <U;> i:c), the pair (F (D), <F (u;»,=o) is col

imit of the ro-chain (inL) < (F(Di) ,F(f;» >,=0' 

o 
Note 2.18 

In the sequel we shall often abbreviate "ro-cocontinuous" to "continuous". 
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Given a poset (C , C) and a function / E C ~ C , a prefixed point of/is an x E C such that 

/ (x) ex. In tenns of the category K (C .~) and a functor F from K (C .~) to K (C .~) a prefixed 

point of F would be an object A for which there exists an arrow from F (A) to A. In K (C • ~) such 

an arrow is unique but in an arbitrary category there may be many arrows from F (A) to A. There

fore it is more appropriate to define a prefixed point of F as a pair (A , a), where A is an object 

andaE Hom (F(A),A). 

The least prefixed point of a function/has been defined as the least element of the set PFP (f) of 

prefixed points of f. The obvious generalization of this notion is that of an initial object of a 

category PFP (F) of prefixed points of a functor F. The objects of this category are the pairs 

(A , a) as mentioned above. For. the morphisms from (A , a) to (A' , a') we could take all mor

phisms from A to A' in the original category, but this seems too general as it does not involve a 

and a'. The obvious restriction is to those morphisms / for which the following diagram com-

mutes. 

'A F(A) a 

F(f)l 
, it 

F(A') a A' • 

For fixed points the reasoning is similar. As equality of objects cannot be proved in general, we 

should content ourselves with isomorphism and define a fixed point of a functor F as a pair (A , a) 

such that (l is an isomorphism from F (A) to A. The complete definitions follow. 

Definition 2.19 [(pre-) fixed point] 

Let K be a category; F a functor from K to K. 

1. A prefixed ooint of F is a pair (A , a), where 

A E Obi (K) and a E Hom (F(A),A). 

2. A fixed ooint of F is a pair (A , a), where (A , a) is a prefixed point of F and a is an isomor

phism. 

o 
Definition 2.20 [PFP (F). FP (F)] 

Let K be a category; F a functor from K to K. 

1. The category of prefixed points of F, denoted PFP (F), is the category X with 

- Obi (X) is the class of prefixed points of F. 

- for each (A , a), (A' ,a) e Obi (X), Homx «A , a), (A' ,a'» is the set of arrows / in 

HomK (A ,A'>. for which the following diagram commutes: 

F(A)--;u,.-------" A 

F(f)l if 
F(A') a: A' 

" 
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2. The category of fixed points of F, denoted FI' if), is the category x with 
- Obj (X) is the class of fixed points of F 

- arrows defined similarly to I. 

o 
Note 2.21 

I. It can easily be verified that both I'FI' (F) and FI' if) are categories indeed. Identity and 
composition are inberited from K. 

2. As each fixed point of F is also a prefixed point of F, it follows that FI' (F) is a full sub
category of I'FI' (F) . 

3. The objects of I'FI' (F) are also called F-algebras. 

o 
We are now ready to formulate and prove Lemma 2.22, which is a generalization of Lemma 1.14. 

The structure of the proof parallels that of Lemma 1.14 as much as possible: 

Steps I - 6 correspond exactly 

Steps 7 - 14 correspond to step 7 in the proof of Lemma 1.14: proving an 

arrow to be an isomorphism is the counterpart of using the 
antisymmetry of c: . 

Steps IS - 18 correspond to steps 8 - 11 of Lemma 1.14. 

Lemma 2.22 [initial prefixed point is also initial fixed point; compare with Lemma 1.14] 
Let K be a category; F a functor from K to K. 

If (A, a) is an initial object of I'FI' (F), then it is an initial object of FI' (F) . 

0 

Proof 

I. F is a functor from K to K. 

2. (A ,a) is an initial object of PFI' (F) . 

["(A, a) E Obj (FI' (F»"] 

3. AE Obj(K)Aa:F(A)-4A [2, Def. 2.20.1] 
4. F(A) E Obj (K) AF(a): F(F(A» -4F(A) [3,1] 
5. (F (A), F (a» E Obj (PFI' (F» [4, Def. 2.20.1] 
6. (3 !fE (A ,a)-4(F(A),F(a») [5,2] 
7. Let f E (A, a) -4 (F (A). F (a» [6] 
8. diagram (I) commutes [7, Def. 2.20.1] 
9. diagram (2) commutes [trivial] 

10. a: (F (A), F(a» -4 (A ,u) [9, Def. 2.20.1] 
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11. ao l=fA 

12. 10 a 

=F(a) 0 F(f) 

=F(a o I) 

=F (fA) 

=fF(A) 

13. a is an isomorphism with inverse 1 

14. (A, a) E Obj (FP (F» 

F(A) a 'A 

F(f)l it 
F(F(A» F(a) F(A) 

) 

(1) 

[" (A , a) is an initial object of FP (F)"] 

15. (r/(B,~)eObj(PFP(F» I (3!/:(A,a)~(B,~») 

16. Obj (FP (F» is a subclass of Obj (PFP (F» 

17. (r/(B ,~) e Obj (FP (F» I (3!/: (A, a) ~(B , ~» ) 
18. (A , a) is an initial object of FP (F) 

o 

F(F(A» 

F (a)l 
F(A) 

[2,6,7,10] 

[8) 

[1] 

[11] 

[1] 

[11,12] 

[3,13, Def. 2.20.2] 

F(a) 

a 

(2) 

[2 ] 

[Def. 2.19, 2.20] 
[15,16) 
[14,17) 

'F(A).F· 

la 
.A 

Finally we present the main result of this chapter, viz. a generalization to categories of the least 

fixed point theorem 1.16. The proof of theorem 2.23 resembles that of theorem 1.16 as much as 
possible. Steps 1-14 are in exact correspondence; the remaining pan deals with the initiality of 

the fixed point and is of course more involved than its counteIpart in theorem 1.16. 

Theorem 2.23 [initial fixed point theorem; compare with Theorem 1.16] 
Let K be an o>-category; 

F an o>-cocontinuous functor from K to K; 

U an initial object of K; 

u the unique arrow from U to F (U) . 

Then 

a. «F"(U),F"(u»>;:'=o is anID-chain. 

b. Let (A, Il) be a colimit of < (F"(U), F"(u» >;:'=0. 
(3ae Hom (F(A),A) I (A, a) is an initial object inFP (F». 

o 
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a. Induction on n: 
base step 

b. 

1. u E Hom (U ,F(U» 

2. FO(u) E Hom (FO(U) , F 1 (U» 

induction step 

3. Let n <: 0 

4. Fn(u) E Hom (Fn(U) , Fn+I(U» 

5. F(Fn(u» E Hom (F(Fn(U» , F(Fn+I(U») 

6. Fn+l(u) E Hom (Fn+I(U) , F n+2(U» 

7. ('lin I n<: 0 I Fn(u) E Hom (Fn(U) , Fn+I(U») 

b1. [ "(3aE Hom (F(A) ,A) I (A, a) E Obj (FP (F» )"] 

8. (A , <).1n>;;"=O) is a colimit of «Fn(U) , F"(u»>;;"=o 

9. (A , <).1n>;;"~I) is a colimit of «Fn(U) , Fn(U»>;;"~1 

10. F (A), <).1n+1 >;;"~o) is a colimit of «Fn+l(u) ,r+1 (u»>;;"=o 

lind. hyp.] 

[4, F functor] 

[5] 

[2, 3-6, induction] 

[note 2.14.4] 

[9] 

12. (F (A), <F ().1)n >;;"=0) is a colimit of «Fn+I(U) , Fn+l(u»>;;"=o [8, F Ol-cocont.] 

13. (3 ! a E Hom (F (A) , A) I a is mediating and isomorphism) 

14. (3aE Hom(F(A),A) I (A, a) E Obj (FP(F») 

b2. ["(A, a) is initial in FP (F)"] 

[10, 12] 

[13] 

15. Let a be the mediating isomorphism betweenF(A) and A. [13] 

16. Let (B ,/3) E Obj (FP(F» . 

[We have to show: (3! ~E HomFP(F) «A, a), (B , /3»). 
The proof proceeds in three steps. 

- In step c1 we construct a cocone (B , v) for A and take 

the mediating morphism from A to B as candidate for 1;. 
- In step c2 we show ~ E HomFP(F) «A ,a), (B ,/3» 
- In step c3 we show that ~ is the only element of 

HomFP(F) «A ,a), (B , /3» 
] 

c1. ["construction of a cone (B , v) for A"] 

17. Let Vo be the unique arrow from UtoB. 

18. For all n <: 0, let vn+1 = /3 0 F(v.) 

[We show by induction : ('lin I n<:O I Vn+1 0 Fn(u)=vn)] 



base step 

19. VI 0 FO(u) 

; ~ 0 F(vo) 0 u 

=Vo 

induction step 

20. Let n;o, 0 

21. V,+I 0 F'(u) ;v, 

22. V,+20 F'+1(u) 

;~o F(v,+1) 0 F,+I(U) 

; ~ 0 F (V,+I 0 F'(u» 

; ~ 0 F(v,) 

=Vn+l 

23. (':In I n;o, 0 I v .. 1 0 F'(u);v,) 

24. (B , v) is a cocone for d 
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25. (:3! I;E Hom (A ,B) I (':In I n;o, 0 I v, ;1;011,» 

26. Let I; be the mediating morphism from A to B 

c2. [To show; I; E HomFP(F) «A ,a), (B , ~», i.e. 

commutativity of the following diagram: 

F(A) =a 

F(~l 
F(B) = ~ 

A 

'l~ 
B • 

27. (':In I n;o, 0 I ao F<Il.);I1,+I) 

28. (':In I n;o, 0 I ~o F(v,);v,+I) 

29. Let n;o, O. 

30. ~ 0 F (I;) 0 a-I 0 1l.+1 

;~o F(E,)o F(!!.) 

; ~ 0 F(1;o Il.) 

;~o F(v,) 

=Vn+1 

31. (':In I n;o, 11 ~o F(1;) 0 a-I 0 Il.;v,) 

32. ~ 0 FCs) 0 a-I 0 !!o ;vo 

33. (':In I n;o, 0 I v,; ~ 0 F (I;) 0 a-I 0 11,) 

34. ~o F(E,)o a-I;/; 

35. I; E HomFP (1') (A , a), (B , ~» 

[18] 

[U initial] 

lind. hyp.] 

[18] 

[F functor] 

[21] 

[18] 

[19,20-22, ind.] 

[23, Def. 2.11] 

[24, 8, colimit prop.] 

[25] 

[15] 

[18] 

[27] 

[F functor] 

[25/26] 

[18] 

[29,30] 

[17, Uinitial] 

[31,32] 

[25/26,33] 

[34, Def. 2.20.2] 



o 
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c3. [To show :1; is the only element of Hompp(p) «A ,IX), (8 , ~))] 

36. Let '}.. E HompP(F) «A, IX), (8 ,~)) 

37. '}.. 0 IX = ~ 0 F ('}..) [36, Def. 2.20.2] 

[We show by induction: (tin I n~ 0 I '}..o 11. =v.)] 

base step 

3S. '}..o ~ =vo 

induction step 

39. Letn~ 0 

40. '}..o 11.=v. 

41. '}.. 0 11.+1 

= '}.. 0 IX 0 F(j.L.) 

= ~ 0 F('}..) 0 F(I1.) 

= ~ 0 F('}..o 11.) 

= ~ 0 F (v.) 

42. (tin I n~ 0 I '}..o 11. =v.) 

43. '}..=I; 

[17, U initial] 

[indo hyp.] 

[27] 

[37] 

[F functor] 

[40] 

[IS] 

[38,39-41, ind.] 

[25/26,42] 
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§ 3. O-categories and local criteria for initiality and continuity 

Since io general it is difficult to verify whether a given category is an co-category and similarly 

whether a functor is Cl-continuous we shall introduce the concept of an 0 -category. 

With an O-category we can associate a "derived" category of so-called projection pairs. Our main 

interest is io these categories. for there are relatively easy (local) criteria to see whether these 

categories are ro-categories and also whether functors between these categories are ro-continuous. 

In sections 3.1. 3.2 and 3.3 many theoretical results are given. In section 3.4 these results are 

applied to present some examples of Cl-categories while io section 3.5 several functors are shown 

to be co-contiouous. 

3.1. O-categories and the initiality theorem 

Definition 3.1 [o-category] 

An O-category is a category S.t. 

o 

every horn-set is a poset in which every ascending Cl-chain has a l.u.b. 

composition is Cl-continuous in the sense of definition 1.12. 

Definition 3.2 [projection pair] 

Let K be an O-category; A • B E Obj (K) . 

A projection pair from A to B is a pair (f. g) S.t. 

fE HomK (A .B) 

gE HomdB.A) 

go f=IA 

fo gc:: IB 

o 
Definition 3.3 [embedding. projection] 

Let (f. g) be a projection pair. Thenfis called an embedding and g a projection. 

o 
Notation 3.4 

The first coordinate of a projection pair a is denoted by a!- and the second coordinate by a" . 

D 

Lemma 3.5 

Let K be an O-category; A.B E Obj (K) ; (f. g) and if . g') projection pairs from A toB. Then 

1. f c:: f ¢> g ::::J g' 
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2. I=f=g=g' 

o 
Proof 

I. Assume I c f. Since composition is continuous, hence monotonic we find: 

g = go IB ;;;:) g 0 if 0 g') = (g 0 Isupprime) 0 g' ::::J (g 0 J) 0 g' =IA 0 g' = g' . 

Assume g ::::J g' . 

1=/oIA=/o (g'of)c 1 0 (gof)=(Jog)ofCIBof=f. 

2. 1= f = I r::::. f /\ f r::::. 1= g ::::J g' /\ g' ::::J g = g = g' . 

o 
Definition 3.6 [KPR' category of projection pairs] 

Let K be an O-category. 

The category KpR is the category M S.t. 

o 

Obj (M) = Obj (K) 

For aliA ,B E Obj(M): 

HomM (A, B) is the set consisting of all projection pairs from A to B. 

The composition of ~ E HomM (B ,C) and a E HomM (A ,B) is the pair (~L 0 cI- ,a!' 0 ~R). This 

is indeed a projection pair from A to C. 

The identity of HomM (A, A) is (Ii., IA ) . 

Note 3.7 

It is easily verified that KPR is iodeed a category. 

o 
Remark 3.8 

Sinee by lemma 3.5 a projection pair is uniquely determioed by its embedding part, the category 

KPR is isomorphic to the subcategory of K consisting of all objects of K but with as morphisms 

only the embeddings. This category is sometimes denoted by KE . A similar remark holds when 

we replace embeddings by projections (not: projection pairs!). 

The reason for choosiog KpR iostead of KE is two-fold: First of all the treatment beComes more 

symmetric. Secondly, if we would have chosen KE there would be more chanee to confuse mor

phisms from KE with those of K. 

o 
Lemma 3.9 

Let K be an O-category; .1. an co-chain in KPR ; (D, a) and (E , ~) cocones for.1.. 

Then <af 0 ~f>i'O is an aseending chaio in HomdE ,D). 

Moreover, if 1= JJ (af 0 ~f) then for all n '" 0: 



D 

Proof 

LetLl; «Di ,/;»i> 0 andn'" o. 
1. a~ 0 13! 

; (a.+1 ° f.f ° (~.+I ° f.l 
= a~+1 0 .fn Q .fn. 0 P!+l 
c: o.~+1 0 ID 0 13!+1 ... 
== a~+l 0 13!+1 . 
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2. JJ (ar ° M) exists. [1, K is an O-category] 

3. Letf; JJ (ar ° ~f) and let n '" o. 

ex! 0 f 
; [3] 

a! 0 Y (ayo pf) 

; [1 , co-continuity of ° ] 
y (o.! 0 aTo pf) 

;[a.;aioJi_Io ... °f.foralli"'n] 

U ~! 
i2. 

; 

~! . 
Similarly f ° ~;; a; . 

D 

If we take (E , ~) ; (D , a) then f; JJ (af oaf) . 

Of course fe: ID • In the "limit-case" where equality holds we have the following result: 

Theorem 3.1 0 

Let K be an O-category; Ll; «Di ,Ji» .. o an o>-chain in KPR ; (D ,a) a cocone for Ll. Suppose 
U (ar oaf) ;ID . 
.. 0 

Then (D , a) is a colimit for Ll . 

Moreover, if (E , ~) is a cocone for Ll then 

is the mediating morphism from D to E. 

D 



1. kJ (afo af);ID 

2. Letf; I I (af 0 ~f); g; U (~f 0 af) 
l>i\ "'0 

3. fE l/omK(E,D)andgE HomdD,E) 

4. go f 
; [ID-continuity of 0 ,2] 

U (Ilt 0 rtf 0 af 0 pf) 

=[af 0 ar=JDj ] 

U (~f 0 ~f) 
"'0 

5. go fe. IE 

6. fog; kJ (aT 0 af) 

7. fo g;ID 

8. (g ,f) is a projection pair from D to E 
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[To show: (g ,f) is the unique morphism 1) satisfying 

(*) ('In 1 n~O 11)0 a.;~.)] 

a. [" (g ,f) satisfies (*) "J 
9. (g ,f) 0 a. 

; [def. of composition in KpR ] 

(go a~,a!of) 

; [Lemma 3.9] 

(~~ ,~!) 
; ~. 

b. ["1) satisfies (*);> 1) ; (g ,f) "J 
10. 1) 

o 

; 

(1)L oID,lD 0 1)R) 

; [1 ,ID-continuity of 0 ] 

(kJ (1)L 0 aT 0 af), kJ (af 0 af 0 1)R» 

; [1) satisfies (*)] 

(kJ (~f 0 af), kJ (af 0 ~f» 
; [2] 

(g ,f) 

[assumption] 

[2, lemma 3.9] 

[4] 

[4, symmetry] 

[1,6] 

[3,5,7] 

We would like to have the converse of theorem 3.10, possibly under certain conditions. 
To present such a condition we need: 
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Definition 3.11 [localized category] 

An O-category K is called localized fif for any orchain <1 in KpR and for any <1-colimit (D , a) there 
exists E E Obj (K) and a projection pair (i ,g) fromE to D S.t. 

.!J (<1.;0 a~)=i 0 g 

D 

Theorem 3.12 [lnitiality theorem] 

Let K be a localized O-category; 

<1 = < (Di ,J;) >i20 an Ol-chain in KPR ; 

(D , a) a co-cone for <1. 

Then: (D ,a) is a colimit for <1 = JJ (af oaf) = ID . 

D 

Proof 

The " ¢ " part has already been proved (see Theorem 3.10). 

1. Letj= JJ (afo af) 

2. Let (i, g): E ~D be a projection pair 
S.t.j=iog [K is localized] 

[We want to show thatj=ID . In order to do this, consider the following diagram: 

DII I", DlI+1 

--~~ ~+l----

D 

i (t, g) 

E 

Since (i, g) is a projection pair we have g 0 i =IE . Thus to say that j= i 0 g =ID means that g is 

the inverse of i, i.e. that (i ,g) has an inverse. Conversely, if we could prove that (i , g) has an 

inverse, then it is easy to show thatj=ID. In fact it suffices to show that there exists a projection 
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pair 1] S.t. (i ,g) 0 1] = (ID ,ID). The proof has the following structure: 

In part a. we construct a sequence of projection pairs~. : D. -7 E. 

In part b. we show that (E , <~.>",o) is a co-cone for Ll. 

In part c. we use the hypothesis that (D , <a.>..,o) is a colirnit for Ll to show the existence of an 1] 

S.t. (i, g) 0 1] = (ID ,ID)' 

In part d. we show f = ID . 

] 

a. ["construction of projection pairs~. : D. -7 E"] 

3. Let for all n;;' 0, ~. = (g 0 a; , a! 0 i) 

4. p~ 0 p; 
= (a! 0 i) 0 (g 0 a;) 
= [2] 

a~ 0 f 0 a; 
= [Lemma 3.9] 

a.~ 0 ex; 
= [a. is a projection pair from D. to D] 

I D, 

5. ~; 0 p~ 

= (g 0 a~) 0 (a~ 0 i) 

'- [a. is a projection pair] 

g 0 i 

= [2] 

IE 
6. For all n ;;, 0, P. is a projection pair from D. t:> E 

b. [" (E, <P.>",o) is a co-cone for Ll"] 

7. ~.+1 0 f. 
= [3] 

= 

= [3] 

~. 

8. (E, <P.> ..,0) is a co-cone for Ll 

c. ["existence of an 1] such that (i, g) 0 1] = (ID ,Iv)"] 

9. Let 1] : D -7 E be the unique projection pair 

S.t. ('In In;;' 0 11] 0 a. = P.) 

[4,5] 

[7] 

[8, (D ,a) is a colimit] 
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0 
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10. (i , g) 0 TJ is a projection pair from D to D 

11. (i,g)oTJoa. 

= [9] 

(i , g) 0 P. 
= [3] 

(i 0 g 0 a~, a~ 0 i 0 g) 

= [2] 

(fo a~,a~of) 
= [Lemma 3.9] 

( L R) CXn I Un 

= 
a. 

12. (i, g) 0 TJ = (lD .lD) 

["J=ID "] 

13. ID 

= 
ID olD 

= [12] 

iOTJLoTJRog 

l-

i 0 g 

= [2] 

J 
14. J=ID 

15. U (at 0 af)=ID 
';'0 

3.2. Functors and the continuity theorem 

[2,9] 

[10, II, (D , a) is colimit] 

[13, J c:: ID ] 

[I, 14] 

Let K ,L be two a-categories and F : K ~ L a functor. Since morphisms of KpR are pairs of mor

phisrns of K, it seems likely that F induces a functor, say FpR from KpR to LpR . However, this is 

not quite true. If we deline 

FPR (A) = F (A) (A E Obi (KPR)) 

and 

FPR «(f, g)) = (F(f) , F(g)) «(f, g) a projection pair in K) 

then we would like to show that (F(f) , F(g)) is a projection pair in L. 

Supposing that (f,g) goes from D to E we know go J=ID' hence 

F(g) 0 F(f) =F(g 0 f) = F(ID) =IF(D) ; but fromJ 0 g c:: IE we can in general not deduce that 
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F (J) 0 F (g) c:: heEl . However, if F is locally monotonic (see Def. below), then the latter holds. 

Definition 3.13 [local monotonicity] 

Let K ,L be O-categories; 

F is locally monotonic fif 
for all A ,B E Obj (K): 

F a functor from K to L. 

F ,viewed as a map: HomK(A ,B) ~HomLCF(A),F(B», is monotonic. 

o 
Suppose that F is a locally monotonic functor from K to L where K and L are O-categories. Then 

FPR mapping an object A of KPR to F(A) and a projection pair'l to 

(1) 

is indeed a functor: KpR ~ LpR • 

We are interested in establishing a relatively easy criterion for co-continuity of FPR . For this the 

initiality theorem looks promising. However in order to apply this theorem we have to assume 

that the O-category K is localized. So let's make this assumption. To investigate co-continuity of 

FPR let's also fix an co-chain.1.; «Di ,!i»i'O in KPR with colimit (D , <ai>i' 0) . 

Since FpR is a functor (FPR(D),<FPR(ai»i,o) is a co-cone for the co-chain 
.1.' ; < (FPR (Di) , FPR (fi) >i'O in LPR . 

As (D , <ai> i, 0) is a colimit for.1. the initiality theorem shows 

Moreover, we have 

<= [ theorem 3.10] 

!J (FPR (af 0 FPR (af); [F(D) 

<=> [by (1) aboveFPR (0.,1 ;F(af) andFPR (af ;F(af)] 

!J (F(af}o F(af»;[F(,D) 

<=> [F is a functor] 

<=> [2] 

This derivation motivates the following defmition. 

(2) 



Definition 3.14 [local continuity] 

Let K and L be o-categories; 

F a functor from K to L. 

F is locally' continuous fi! 
for all A ,B E Obj (K): 
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F, viewed as a map: HomK(A ,B) '-7HomdF(A),F(B» , 

is Ol-continuous. 

o 
An immediate consequence of the derivation preceding this definition is the following result. 

Theorem 3.15 [continuity theorem] 

Let K and L be o-categories; F a functor from K to L. 

Suppose that F is locally continuous and K is localized. 

ThenFPR : KPR '-7LPR is co-continuous. 

o 
As an application, suppose K is a localized O-category and F : K '-7 K is a locally continuous func

tor. Then FpR : KpR '-7 KPR is Ol-continuous. Suppose in addition that KPR is an ","category with ini

tial object .L. 

Then FPR has an initial fixed point (A, a) where a is an isomorphism from F (A) to A in KpR . Our 

goal is to describe this isomorphism more explicitly. Recalling the proof of theorem 2.23 we 

know there exists a colimit (A, <!t, :F'CL) '-7 A>"",) for a certain Ol-chain 1:\. Also, 

(F (A), <F PR(!1,-I) :F"CL) '-7 A>"",) is a colimit for /:;. Since (A ,!t) is a colimit for /:; the initiality 

theorem implies U ()J.~ 0 !t!) ~IA and theorem 3.10 then shows that the mediating morphism from 
"'" 

A toF(A) is given by 

(U (F PR (!1,-1 t 0 !t~), U (!1~ 0 F PR (!1,-ll» hence by 
~l ~l 

(U (F (!t~-I) 0 !t~), U (!1~ 0 F (!1!-1») . Thus we have shown 
112=1 n2:1 

Corollary 3.16 

Let K be a localized O-category; 

F a locally continuous functor from K to K. 

Suppose that KPR is an Ol-category with initial object 1- and that (A , <!t,: F' (1-) '-7A >,. 1) is a col

imit as in theorem 2.23.b. 

Then (I 1 (F ()J.~-I) 0 !t!), U (!t~ 0 F (!t!-,») is the mediating isomorphism from A to F (A). Its 
~ ~l 

inverse is 

(I 1 (!t~ 0 F (!1!-1»' U (F (!t~-I) 0 !t! » . 
~ ~1 

o 
One of the conditions of the continuity theorem is that the O-category K is localized. In proposi

tion 3.18 below we shall present an easy criterion to guarantee this. 
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Definition 3.17 [idempotent; split] 

Let C be a category;D E Obj(C) ;fE Hom (D ,D). 

fis called an idempotent whenf 0 f = f. 

f is called split when there exist E E Obj(C) , g E Hom(D ,E), h E Hom(E ,D) such that 
f=ho gandgo h=le. 

o 

Note that any split morphism is idempotent. 

Proposition 3.18 

Let K be an O-category. 

Suppose that every idempotent in K is split. 

Then K is localized. 

o 

Proof 

Let A be an ID-chain in K PR; 

(D, a) a co-cone for A; 

f= lJ (afo af) 

l. fof 

(lJ (ay 0 af» 0 (lJ (af 0 af» 

= [ ID-continuity of 0 ] 

U (afo af 0 ar o af) 

=[afo ar=ln,] 

lJ (af 0 af) 

=f 

2. There existE E Obj(K) , g E Hom (D ,E),h E Hom (E ,D) 

with go h =IE and hog = f 

3. fe:. In 

4. (h , g) is a projection pair from E to D S.t. 

f=hog 

5. K is localized 

o 

[1, idempotents split 1 

[2,3] 

[DeB.1l] 
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3.3. Some technical results 

We are interested in constructing new localized O-categories from old ones. Below we shall 

present two such constructions. Some notions used in these constructions are defined in the 

Appendix. 

Let us start with an arbitrary category K. By definition 2.4.3 KOP is the category which has the 

same objects as K, but with the arrows reversed: i.e. given 

A ,B E Obj(KOP) = Obj(K) , Hom"" (A ,B) = HomK (B ,A). 

Composition of two arrows f and g in KOP is defined fif g and f can be composed in K. Moreover, 

if we denote composition in K by 0 and in KOP by *, then f * g = g 0 f (provided the latter is 

defined). Clearly KOP is a category. Moreover, if K is an o-category then so isK"P. 

We are interested in the relation between (K"P)PR and KpR . 

So let us consider a projection pair (f, g) from A 

fE HomK. (A ,B), g E HomK. (B ,A), g *f=IA andf* g C lB' Then 

to B in KOP , i.e. 

g E HomK(A ,B),fE HomK(B ,A),fo g =IA and go fC IB' i.e. (g ,f):A -+B is a projection pair 

in K. It can now be verified that we get a functor S : (KOP)PR -+ KPR by defining 

S(A) =A for an object A, and 

S(f, g) = (g ,f) for a projection pair(f, g) . 

Indeed, if Tt. = if; ,g;) is a projection pair of K'P (i = 1 ,2) then Tt, * Tt2 = (f, *fz, gz * g ,) hence 

S (Tt, * Ttz) = (g, 0 g2.JZ 0 f,) = (g, .J,) 0 (gz .Jz) = S(Tt,) 0 S(Ttz)· 

Since (K'P),P = K we also have a functor going from KpR = «K'P),P)PR to (K'P)PR which is the 

inverse (see appendix, definition A.5) of S. 

Summarizing the above we have 

Proposition 3.19 

Let K be an O-category. Then so is K'p. Moreover, there is an isomorphism S : (KOP)PR -+ KpR act

ing as the identity on objects and interchanging the left and right part of projection pairs. 

o 
The functor S can be used to show that K'P is a localized O-category if K is. First of all by exer

cise A.6 S preserves colimits since S is an isomorphism. Secondly, if we keep the notation as in 

definition 3.11 we have to show the existence of a projection pair (i ,g) in K'P S.t. 

!J (u~ * u~) = i * g . Now using that K is localized we know that there exists a projection pair 

(g,i)inKs.t. !J (S(u.fo S(a.)R)=g 0 i. 

Since S (0..) = (a~ , a~) this means that 

U (a; * u~) = i * g . Also (i, g) = S-, (g, i) is a projection pair in KOP so we are done. Thus we 
"",0 

have proved 

Corollary 3.20 

Suppose K is a localized O-category. Then so is K'P. 

o 
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Next suppose we are given two categories K and L. Then we can fonn the category K x L (see 

Def. A.I) and if we assume that K and L are O-categories, then the same holds for K x L if we 

give the hom-sets 

HomKxd(A, B), (A', B')) = HomK (A ,A,) x HomL (B ,B,) the coordinate-wise ordering 

«(j,g)c. (j' ,g')fif/C. / and gc. g'). 

Then such a hom-set is a poset with l.u.b. 's for ascending chains. Also composition is continuous 

since it is defined coordinate-wise. 

To investigate the relation between (K XL)PR and KpR x LPR , use definition A.3 where the projec

tion functors 1tl : K xL -7 K and 1tz : K xL -7 L are introduced. These functors are easily seen 

to be locally continuous. Hence we get functors 1tl PR : (KXL)PR -7 KpR and 

1tZ.PR : (K xL)PR -7 LpR . Of course if K x L were localized then 1tj .PR would be (ll-continuous. 

On the other hand, in order to prove that K x L is localized, only assuming that K and L are local

ized, we will need that 1tj.PR is (ll-continuous. To prove the latter, consider the functor 

(1t!.PR X~,PR) 0 i'!.(KXL)PR (see Def. A.2, A.7) from (KxL)PR to KpR XLPR acting as the identity 

on objects and mapping a morphism a = (aL , aR) to «1tl (aL), 1tl (aR)) , (1tz (aL), 1tz (aR))) . This 

functor is an isomorphism : its inverse maps a morphism (j, g) to the projection pair 

(if, gL), ~,gR)) inK xL. 

We also have projection functors from KPR XLpR to KpR, resp. LpR . Composing these by 

(1tl.PR X1tz.PR) 0 "'(KxL)PR we get 1t! .PR, resp. 1tZ,PR (by definition of 1t! ,PR x 1tz.PR). 

Now projection functors preserve colimits (see exercise AA) and the same holds for functors 

which are isomorphisms (A.6). 

Hence 1tj .PR, being the composition of two (ll-continuous functors, is also (ll-continuous U = 1,2). 

We can now prove that K x L is localized if both K and L are : given an OJ-chain '" in (K X L)PR 

with colirnit (D , <a.>.> 0) we have to show that U (a~ 0 a~) = i 0 g for a suitable projection 
0>0 

pair (i , g) in K x L. We proceed as follows: since 1t!. PR is OJ-continuous 

(1t\ (D) , <It! .PR (a.) >.> 0) is a colimit for some (ll-chain in KpR . Since K is localized it follows 

that U (1t\,PR(a.f 0 1tl.PR(a.l)=il 0 gl for some projection pair (gl ,i!) in K. Since 
0>0 

1tl PR (ex,,) = (1t! (a~), 1tl (a~)) and since 1tl is a localiy continuous functor we obtain 

i! 0 g 1 = U (1tl.PR (a.f 0 1t!.PR (a.l) 
0>0 

= U 1tl (a~ 0 a~) 
0>0 

= 1tt (U (a~ 0 a~)) 
0>0 

Similarly 

iz 0 gz =1tz (U (a~ 0 a~)), hence U (a~ 0 a~)=(i! 0 gl> i z 0 gz)=(i t, iz) 0 (gl> gz) and 
.,0 .,0 

«i I> iz), (g!, gz)) is a projection pair in K x L. 

Summarizing we have 

Proposition 3.21 

Suppose K and L are localized O-categories. Then so is K x L. There is an isomorphism from 

(K xL)PR toKPR XLpR mapping an object A toA and a morphism/to 

«1tt (jL), 1tl ~)), (1tz if), 1tZ~))) where 1tl and 1tz are the projection functors from K x L to K, 

resp. L. 
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o 

§ 4. Examples of localized a-categories 

Let K be the category CPO where the objects are Ol-CpO'S and the morphisms are co-continuous 

maps. In this case the hom-sets are again co-cpo's and composition is co-continuous. 

Thus is K an a-category. We even have 

Theorem 3.22 

CPO is a localized a-category. 

o 
Proof 

[By proposition 3.18 it suffices to show that every idempotent splits.] 

1. Let (D, C) be an co-cpo; 

f : D -4 D co-continuous and f 0 f = f ; 

E=f(D); 

S the restriction of C to E . 

a. [" (E ,S) is an co-cpo"] 

2. (E ,S) is a poset with smallest element f (1-n) . 

3. Let <-<'>"'0 be an ascending chain in (E ,S) . 

4. <-<'>"'0 is an ascending chain in (D , C) 

5. Un Xi exists 

6. Un Xi 

= [f 0 f = fhence f acts as the identity on 

Xi E E=f(D)] 

Un f (x,) 

= [J is Ol-continuous] 

f(jdnxi) 

E [E=f(D)] 

E 

7. jdE Xi = Un Xi 

8. Defineg: D -4 E, X f--t f(x); 

h:E -4 D,x f--t x. 

9. g and h are co-continuous 

10. ho g=fandgo h=IE 

11. fis split 

12. CPO is localized 

[E !:;; D ,fis monotonic] 

[3, 1] 

[4, D is an co-cpo] 

[6, (E ,S) is a subposet 

of(D, C)] 

[1,7,8] 

[8, fiE =IE ] 

[9, 10] 

[1,11, proposition 3.18] 
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o 
Given an O-category K we can fOIm KPR and we have a nice criterion (theorem 3.10) to see if cer

tain cocones in KpR are actually colimits. We shall use this criterion now to prove 

Theorem 3.23 

CPOPR is an ID-category. 

o 

a. ["existence of initial object"] 

I. Let A be a cpo consisting of a single element a. 
2. Let D be any cpo. 

3. Define/:A -4 D by l(a)=.lD and g:D -4 A 

by g(x) = a (It x E D). 

4. go I=IA and/o g c: ID • 

5. (J, g) is a projection pair from A to D . 

6. Let (f ,g') be a projection pair from A to D. 

7. g' =g. 

8. (f,g')=(J,g). 

9. A is an initial object of CPOPR . 

b. ["existence of colimits"] 

10. Let l!. = < (D • .t.) >"'0 be an ID-chain in CPOPR • 

11. Let for all n ,r with n $r the projection pair 

1,-1 0 ••• 0 I. : D. -4 D, be a denoted by I.,. 
12. LetD = «x.>",o I (ltn I n~Olx.E D.AX.=/:. (x.+l») and 

let c: be the componentwise ordering on D. 

bl. [" (D, C) is an m-cpo."] 

13. (D , C:) is a poset. 

14. <.lD.>",O is the least element of D. 

15. Let <x(i) >",o be an ascending chain in D and 

let x(i) == <X~»,,;::o . 

16. (ltn I n~ 0 I <x~»",o is an ascending chain in D.). 

I I () 17. Let x. = l>d x': for all n ~O. 

18. (ltn I n~ 0 I x. E D. AX. = /:. (Xn+l». 

19. Let x = <x.>",o . 

20. XED and x = I I x(i) . 
l>il 

21. (D , c::) is an OJ-cpo. 

b2. ["construction of projection pairs a. : D. -4 D for all n ."] 

22. Define ". : D -4 D. by". ( <Xi>"'O) = x. and 

[3] 

If and g are ID-continuous, 4] 

[A=(a)] 

[Lemma 3.5] 

[5, 6, 8] 

[by definition of c:] 

[f. (.lD .. ) = .lD., as will be 

shown in lemma 3.31] 

[16, D. is an ro-cpo] 

[17, /:. is ID-continuous] 

[19, 18, 17, IS] 

[13, 14, 15,20] 
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p. : D. ~ D by P.(t): 9i>;;'0 where 

Yi: I.;;(t) if i? n and Yi : .fu.(t) if i~ n . 

23. ". is orcontinuous for all n. 

24. P. is orcontinuous for all n. 

25. ". 0 P.: In. 

[To show P. 0 ". c:: In] 

26. Let x: <'>:i>;;'O ED. 

27. For all i~ n 

If. (x.) 

: [fi.: 1.-1 0 ••• 0 fi] 
If 0 ••• 0 .f.-I (x.) 

: [XE D,12] 

Xi 

28. For all i? n 

I.;; (x.) 

: [n~ i so by 27.t.. (Xi):X.] 

I.;; <.t.. (x;» . 

c:: [1m is a projection pair] 

Xi 

29. P. 0 ". (x) 

: [22,26] 

P. (x.) 

c:: [22 , 27 , 28] 

<Xi>i2:0 

30. P. 0 ". c:: In . 

31. a.: (P. ,".) E HomQ'Q,. (D. ,D) 

32. a~ 

: [31] 

: [22,12] 

: [31] 

(a.+! 0 I.!' 
33. an = 0.",+1 0 In. 
34. (D ,<a.>",o) is a cocone for f'!.. 

35. For all i? 0 

"i 0 (U (P. 0 ".» 
",0 

: [orcontinuity of 0 ] 

!J (ni 0 Pn 0 1[,,) 

[15,20,19,17] 

[I.;; and If. are all or 

continuous] 

fi.: (In. ,In)] 

[23,24,25, 30] 

[Lemma 3.5] 

[10,31,33] 



o 

= 

= [22] 

U (If. 0 ".) 
n2i 

= [11, 12] 

U "i 
n2, 

"i 

36. Let h = Y (P.o ".); 

x = <XP~o ED, h(x)= <Yj>j"O 
Then for all i? 0 

Xi 

= 

"i (x) 

= [35] 

("i o h)(x) 

Yi 

37. Y (P.o ".) =ID 

38. (D , <a.>",o) is a colimit for d 
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[36] 

[34, 37, theorem 3.10] 

There are certain subcategories of CPO for which theorem 3.22 and 3.23 also hold. The objects of 

these subcategories are posets which have l.u.b.'s for more subsets then just the ascending chains. 

Also, morphisms preserve more l.u.b. 's than in the case of orcpo's. 

Before we give the precise definition of these categories we first give 

Definition 3.24 Cd-continuity] 

LetA ,B be either d-cpo's orcl's 

A functionf: A --7 B is d-continuous fif 

- f is monotonic 

- for each directed subset (see definition 1.6.) 

D of A :f(U D)= U f(D). 

o 
The reason why we wantfto be monotonic is that in caseB is a d-cpo we only know thatf(D) 

has a l.u.b. whenf (D) is directed. It is easily seen that the latter holds whenfis monotonic. 

On the other hand, if B is a d, then we can deduce thatfis monotonic assuming only the 2nd part 

of the definition: for suppose x ,Y E A and x c:: Y . Let D = {x, y}. Then D is directed, hence 

f(Y)=f(UD) 

= U f(D) 
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= U (J(x),f(y)} 

Thusf(y)::::J f(;c) andfis monotonic. 

Definition 3.25 [DCPO, CLl 

DCPO is the category with as objects d-cpo's and as morphisms the d-continuous maps 

between d-cpo's. 

D 

CL is the category with as objects d's and as morphisms the d-continuous maps between 

d's. 

It is trivially verified that DCPO and CL are categories. Also we have 

Obj~) \;; Obj (QQ'Q) \;; Obj (CPO) and if A ,B are d's then 

HomcdA,B)=Homocro(A,B) while if C,D are d-cpo's we only know that 

HomocPO (C ,D) \;;HomcPO (C ,D). 

(In other words, DCPO and CL are subcategories of CPO, while CL is a full subcategory ofDCPO.) 

Just as for CPO the hom-sets are Ol-cpo's we have for K = DCPO or K = CL that hom-sets of K are 

objects of K. Hence in particular these hom-sets are Ol-cpo's. 

Moreover, composition of morphisms of K is d-continuous. The verification of this, together with 

the verification that HomK (A ,B) E Obj (K) (A ,B E Obj (K», is left to the reader. In any case these 

facts show that both DCPO and CL are O-categories. 

Theorem 3.26 

DCPO and CL are localized O-categories. 

D 

Proof 

In the case of DCPO we get a proof by using the proof of theorem 3.22 only replacing 'ascending 

chain' by 'directed subset' and 'ro' by 'd'. 

In the case of CL we have to make the additional observation that E, as defined in the proof of 

theorem 3.22, is a d. The latter follows by Knaster-Tarski (theorem 1.15), since 

E = (x E D I f(x) =x} andfis monotonic. 

D 

Theorem 3.27 

DCPOPR and Q;>R are Ol-categories. 

D 

Proof 

Again, a proof for DCPO is obtained by a trivial modification of the proof of theorem 3.23. And 

again the proof for CL requires more, for we have to show that D as defined in the proof of 

theorem 3.23 (def.no. 12 of the proof) is a d. 

This can be seen as follows: 

It is easy to show that the cartesian product II D. with the coordinate-wise ordering is a c1. More
",,0 

over, D is a subposet of this product and if the maps.f. would preserve l.u.b. 's of arbitrary subsets 
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of D.+l then l.u.b. 's of arbitrary subsets of D would exist (and equal the 'component-wise' l.u.b.). 

Since I:. is only known to preserve l.u.b. 's of directed subsets of Dn+l we need another application 

of Knaster-Tarski: observe that D is the set of fixed points of the monotonic map 

f: II D. -> II D. given by f( <X.>",o) = <I:. (X.+l) >",o . 
n;::o ~o 

o 
Both categories DCPO and CL have fewer objects than CPO in the sense that there are ro-cpo's 

which are no d-cpo's, hence also no cl's. 

A different way to obtain a new category is to form smaller hom-sets. To present an example we 

need 

Definition 3.28 [strict] 

Let C ,D be cpo's; f: C -> D a function. 

fis called strict fiff (.Lc) = lD . 

o 
Definition 3.29 [CPO, ] 

CPO, is the category of all cpo's with as morphisms the ro-continuous functions which are also 

strict. 

o 
Since the composition of strict functions is again strict, CPO I is a subcategory of CPO and since 

the l.u.b. of an ascending chain of strict functions is also strict, CPO, is an O-category. 

If we are only interested in projection pairs then we can restrict ourselves to CPO, , for we have 

Prooosition 3.30 

(CPO, )PR = CPOPR . 

o 
Proof 

It suffices to show that a projection pair a in CPO is also a projection pair in CPO,. Thus we only 

have to show that rf and aR are strict. This follows from the lemma below. 

o 
Lemma 3.31 

Let X ,Y be posets with least elements lx, resp. ly. Let f: X -> Y, g : Y -> X . Suppose g is 

monotonic and g 0 f c Ix . Then g is strict. 

o 
Proof 

g (ly) C g ([(lx» C lx . 

o 
Recalling the definition of localized o-category and knowing that CPO is such a category, it is 

now clear from the proposition above that CPO, is also such a category. As our interest is in 

CPOPR (rather than in CPO) it may be convenient to start with, CPO 1 instead of CPO (see for 
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example proposition 3.34). 

3.5. Examples oflocally continuous functors 

Now that we have a few examples of localized a-categories we shall present several functors 

which tum out to be locally continuous. 

We shall restrict ourselves to CPO and CPO, (both localized) though everything carries over to 

DCPOandCL. -- -
Let K ; CPO and let H : KOP x K ~ K be the following functor: 

Given two o>-cpo's X • Y define H (x. Y); HomK (X • Y) (i.e. the set of o>-continuous functions from 

X to Y. which. with point-wise ordering is an o>-cpo). 

Given a morphism (f. g): (x. Y) ~ (X' • y') of KOP xK. 

define H (f, g) : HomK (X • Y) ~ HomK (X' • y') by 

H(f.g)(h);g 0 h ° f 
(Note that this is well-defined since f E HomK (X' • X) • h E HomK (X • Y) and g E HomK (Y • y') . ) 

It is easy to check that H is indeed a functor (the so-called Hom functor). Moreover. KOP xK is a 

localized a-category (by corollary 3.20 and proposition 3.21) and H (f. g) is ro-continuous (since 

composition is co-continuous). By definition 3.14 this means that H is a locally continuous functor. 

Hence. by the continuity theorem 3.15 

HPR : (KOP XK)PR ~ KPR is an ro-continuous functor. 

We would like to compose HPR with the isomorphism: KPR x KPR ~ (KOP xK)PR which can be 

obtained by applying proposition 3.19 and proposition 3.21. As this isomorphism acts as the iden

tity on objects. we shall describe it explicitiy only on morphisms. To do so. let 

F 1 : KPR ~ (KOP)PR be the isomorphism of proposition 3.19. Thus F 1 (f. g); (g.J) for a projec

tion pair (f. g) of K. Now fonn F 1 X I : KPR x KPR ~ (KOP)PR X KPR where I is the identity functor 

onKPR' For a pair of projection pairs «(f. g). (h .k» of K we then have 

F, xl «(f.g).(h .k»; ({g .J). (h .k». 

Also. let F z : (KOP)PR x KPR ~ (KOP xK)PR be the isomorphism of proposition 3.21. Then 

F z «g .J). (h .k»; «g. h). (f.k». 

Thus F z 0 (F 1 xl): KPR x KpR ~ (KOP XK)PR maps 

«(f. g) • (h .k» to «g. h). (f.k». 

Composing with HPR gives the following result: 

Proposition 3.32 [' Arrow' functor] 

Let K ; CPO. Define A : KPR x KPR ~ KpR on an object (X. Y) as A (X . Y) ; HomK (X • Y) and on a 

morphism «(f. g) • (h • k» as 

A «(f.g). (h. k»;HpR «g. h). (f.k»; (H(g. h},H(f.k». 

In more detail: if (f. g) : X ~ x' and (h • k) : Y ~ y' are both projection pairs of K. then 

A «(f. g). (h. k» : HomK(X • Y) ~ HomK(X' • y') is the projection pair with as first coordinate the 

map II (g • h) : HomK (X • Y) ~ lIomK (X' • y') • s ~ h ° s ° g and as second coordinate the map 
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H (J. k) : Homx (X' • Y') ~ HomdX. Y). t ~ k 0 to/. 

Then A is ro-continuous. 

o 
We could also have started with K = CPO, and the Hom-functor SH on K. In this way we would 

obtain SA which differs from A only on objects: SA (X • Y) is the ro-cpo of all strict and co

continuous functions from X to Y. (SA stands for 'strict-arrow' functor.) 

As another example. consider the functor 

Prod: K X K -4 K • mapping object (X • Y) to X x Y (the cartesian product of X and 1') 

and morphism (J. g) : (X • Y) -4 (X'. y') to 

Prod(J.g):XxY -4 X'xY' .(x.y) ~ (J(x).g(y)). 

Since Prod (J. g) is ro-continuous. Prod is locally continuous. hence induces 

ProdPR : (KxK)PR ~ KPR . Composing with the isomorphism from KPR xKPR to (KxK)PR we 
obtain 

Proposition 3.33 ['Product' functor] 

The functor P : KPR x KPR ~ KPR defined by 

P (x. Y) = X x Y (X. Y) an object) ; and 

P (a.~) = (Prod(o!-. ~L),Prod(aR. ~R)) «a.~) amorphism) 

is ro-continuous. 

o 
Now let K = CPO.L and define 

S Prod: K x K ~ K • mapping object 

(X • Y) to { (x • y) E X X Y I x * -Lx 1\ Y * -Ly ) U {(-Lx, -Ly) ) 

and morphism (J. g): (X. Y) -4 (X'. y') to 

S Prod (J. g): S Prod (X • Y) ~ S Prod (X' • y'). 

{ 

(J(x).g(y)) if/(x)*-Lx 1\ g(y)*-Ly' 

(x .y) ~ (-LX-Ly •• ) if/ex) = -Lx' v g(y) = -Ly• 

It is easily verified that S Prod is a functor (which is false if we try to extend S Prod to CPO!) 
which is locally continuous. 

Hence it induces S ProdpR : (K xK)PR -4 KPR . 

Composing with the isomorphism from KPR x KPR to (K xK)PR gives 

Proposition 3.34 ['Smashed Product' functor] 

The functor SP : KPR x KpR ~ KPR (where K = CPO l) defined by 

SP (X • Y) = S Prod (X • Y) «X • Y) an object) ; and 

SP (a. ~) = (S Prod (o!- • ~L). S Prod (rl . ~R)) «a. ~) a morphism) 

is ro-continuous. 

o 
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Turning to K = CPO, define 

Plus: K x K ~ K, mapping object 

(X, Y) to (O,x) I x e XJ u ( (1, y) lye Y] u (.LJ where .L is a new symbol. The order

ing on Plus (X ,Y) is such that .L is the least element, elements of the form (0, x) and 

(l,y) are incomparable while the ordering on (OJ xx, resp. (l J x Y is inherited from X, 
resp. Y. 

Morphism (J, g) : (X, Y) ~ Plus (X' , Y') is mapped to 

Plus(J,g):Plus(X,Y) ~ Plus(X',n mapping.L to .L,(O,x) to (O,J(x» and (l,y) to 
(l,g(y» . 

One can easily see that Plus is a locally continuous functor. As with the preceding examples we 
get 

Proposition 3.35 ['Separated Sum' functor] 

The functor SS :KpR xKPR ~ KPR (K=CPO) mapping object (X ,Y) to Plus (X ,Y) and morphism 
(a, P) to (Plus (of , pL), Plus (aR ,pR» is orcontinuous. 

o 
As a slight variation of the above let K = CPO, and define 

C Plus: K x K ~ K , mapping object 

(X, Y) to «(O) xX) u «(l) x Y) with identification (O,.Lx) = (l,.Ly). In the ordering this 

element is to be the least while other elements of the form (0 ,x) and (l,y) are incompar

able and the ordering on (O) xX, resp. (I) x Y is inherited from X, resp. Y. 

Morphism (J, g) : (X ,Y) ~ (X' , y') is mapped to 

C Plus (J, g): C Plus (X ,y) ~ C Plus (X' ,n mapping (O,x) to (0,1 (x» and (l,y) to 

(l,g(y». (Note that this is well-defined: (O,.Lx) = (1,.Ly), but also (O,J(.Lx» = (l,g(.Ly» 
since 1 and g are strict!) 

Again this is a locally continuous functor. 

Proposition 3.36 ['Coalesced Sum' functor] 

The functor CS : KPR xKPR ~ KPR (K = CPO, ) mapping object (X, Y) to C Plus (X ,Y) and mor
phism (a, P) to (C Plus (of ,pL), C Plus (aR , pR» is orcontinuous. 

o 
Finally we have the 'lift' -functor 

lift: CPO ~ CPO, mapping Object 

X to X u (.L) where.L is a new symbol, which is to be the least element of Xu (.L) . 

Morphism I: X ~ Y is mapped to lift (J) : lift (X) ~ lift (Y) mapping .L to .L and x e X to 

I(x)e Y. 

Note that the map i : X ~ lift (X) ,x ~ x is not strict, hence, even though i is continuous and 

injective, it is no embedding (see definition 3.3 and lemma 3.31). 

Still, lift is a useful functor since it is locally continuous: 
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Proposition 3.37 

UP: CPOPR ~ CPOPR mapping object X to lift (X) and morphism a to (lift (r:/-) ,lift (if» is Ol

continuous. 

o 
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4_ Appendix 

In this appendix we slightly extend the basic category theory presented in the previous chapters. 

All of this will be very elementary; in fact just a couple of definitions which are given for com

pleteness' sake. 

The reason why we give these definitions here, rather than in chapter 2 or 3, is that we did not 

wish to disturb the main line of these chapters. 

There are a few ways to define new categories from old ones. One construction is to take the pro

duct defined below. 

Definition AI. [product of categories] 

Let K ,L be two categories. The product of K and L is the category K x L with as objects all pairs 

(A ,B) where A E Obj(K) andB E Obj(L), while the morphisms from (A ,B) to (C ,D) are all ele

ments of HomK (A, C) x HomL (B ,D). Composition and identity morphisms are defined 

coordinate-wise. 

o 
That K x L indeed is a category is trivially verified. 

Also in the other definitions of this appendix, it's always very easy to check the (implicit) claim 

that something newly defined is a category or a functor. 

Related to the product of categories we have 

Definition A2. [product of functors] 

Let F, : K, ~ L, be functors (i = 1 , 2). The product of F, and F 2 is the functor 

F, x F2 : K, x K2 ~ L, xL2 mapping a pair (u, ,U2) (which may be an object as well as a mor

phism) to (F, (u,), F 2 (U2» . 

o 
Definition A.3. [projection functors] 

Let K, , K 2 be categories. The projection functor "I : K, x K 2 ~ K, is defined by taking the i-th 

coordinate of a pair (which may be an object or a morphism) (i = 1,2). 

D 

Exercise A4. 

Show that projection functors are orcontinuous. In fact, an orchain A in K, x K 2 has a colimit iff 

'" A and "2 A (defined in an obvious way) have colimits in K, resp. K 2. 

o 
Definition A.5. [composition, identity, isomorphism, inverse] 

Let F: K ~ L , G : L ~ M be two functors. The composition of F and G is the functor 

G 0 F : K ~ M obtained by first applying F and then G, both on objects and morphisms. 

The identity functor on K is the functor h : K ~ K mapping an object and a morphism to itself. 

F is anisomorohism iff there exists a functor H:L ~ Ksuch thatH 0 F =!K andF 0 H =h. Such 

a H is unique and is called the inverse of F. 
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o 
Exercise A.6 

Show that a functor which is an isomorphism is ro-continuous. 

o 
In case we have functors Fi : K ~ Li (i = 1,2) we can also define F : K ~ Ll X L2 mapping u to 

(F 1 (u) ,F 2(U» where u may be an object or a morphism. We can relate F to F 1 xF 2 via 

Definition A.7. [diagonal functor) 

Let K be a category. The diagonal functor is the functor I'1K : K ~ K x K mapping u to (u, u) (u an 
object or a morphism). 

o 
Note that F above is just (F 1 xF 2) 0 I'1K . Also note that (with the notations as above) 

(1tl X7t2) 0 tl.K,xK,. =IK,XK
2 

• 
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